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By this time all should have known about unmatchable features of the Appleâ€™s iPhones. Those who
still lacks the knowledge regarding important features of iPhones, here is a quick review on the
product. iPhones of Apple are the best product of the company till date. Apple has managed to
equip the first position in mobile markets for long time. The latter was possible merely because of
recently launched handset, iPhone 4S.

iPhone 4S and its predecessor had created a bang in mobile world. iPhone 4S comprises features
like 4.8inch wide touchscreen, 8MP of iSight camera, retina display, iCloud functionality as well as
voice based Siri functions. All these facets of iPhone 4S made the phone exclusive. Users with such
iPhones, undoubtedly, would wish to have a shield for their precious phones. Earlier there was an
announcement stating the availability of Lifeproof case for Apple iPhones. The case was heard to
provide maximum protection against dust, scratch and all harmful effects on the screen.

Now, there is news that a knuckle-like protective cover is available to protect iPhone 4, 4S and other
iPhones too. No uncertainty is there that such cover looks funny and reminds of old time movies in
which gangsters used to carry brass knuckle dusters. iPhone 4S deals @
http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/ new case made of knuckle is more likely to be destructing
tool rather than a protective tool. The case is not so much into providing a safety to the screen but
yes, the case can definitely damage the screen if not handled properly.

Knuckle based iPhone case is made of aluminum which can cause severe damage to phone, users
or any third party, if any present. Although, the case cannot provide security to the screen, it is still a
useful accessory in regards with iPhone protection, in another way. A thug will have to think twice
before stealing the iPhone 4s contract @ http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/ covered with
knuckled case. Also, its presence would not let the iPhones slip out of the pocket as it happens with
various smooth and slippery cases. Since it can be a tool for causing damage, the manufacturer has
strictly mentioned that the case should be used for the protection of the meant product. Any other
use or misuse of the case is out of companyâ€™s responsibility.
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